
Sphero Run

A ‘Marble Run’ is an obstacle course / maze of sorts in which a marble starts at 
one end and travels by gravity down a set path, encountering different 
obstacles and sometimes making things happen as it passes by. Can you design 
a ‘Sphero Run’ that works in a similar fashion?  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  
• I can recognize gravity's influence on objects at rest and in motion
• I can build a track that accommodates Sphero's shape and mass.
• I can create a program to guide Sphero through a 3-dimensional course.
• I can troubleshoot and iterate throughout.

Tags: science physics block coding gravity

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: 2-4 Hours

CCSS: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.4, CCSS.Math.Content.7.G.B.6

NGSS: MS-ETS1-1

Supplies: Craft materials to construct the "run" including: cardboard, pool
noodles, and/or PVC pipe for the track. Stands, books, and other means to
elevate the track you design.
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This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Exploration - Marble Run

Step #2: Exploration - From Marble Run to Sphero Run

Watch this Marble Run Challenge video from James Dyson Foundation. While watching the video, think

about the following:

Which force(s) does a marble run depend on the most? Explain why.

What affects a marble's speed throughout the run?
How is a marble similar to a Sphero? How are they different?
Can Sphero roll like a ball?

What contraints might you have to work with?

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/IN0Wn0XgPXQ

Both a marble and Sphero are spheres. And while you would think that would allow both to roll freely, that's

not necessarily the case for a bottom-heavy robotic ball.

Pick up Sphero and describe it to a classmate.

What is the first thing that comes to mind?
Where is its mass concentrated?

How does this affect its movement?

Can Sphero roll like a marble?

Now think about what it CAN do. It has two motors, a gyroscope and accelerometer, and LED lights. Oh,

and it's programmable :)

How might you incorporate these features in an all new Sphero Run?
When compared to a marble run, how will a Sphero Run differ? How will they be the same?
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Step #3: Skills Building - Build Plans

Step #4: Skills Building - Program Plans

Inventory the materials you have available and consider all the details you discussed in Steps 1 and 2.

A marble run is typically built vertically or on a steep incline. This is because the marble depends on gravity

to move it from start to finish. Sphero, on the other hand, doesn't quite roll like a marble and uses its motors

to move from place to place.

Grab some scracth paper and begin to design some runs. Will you build yours vertically (start at the top,
end at the bottom) or maybe build it horizontally (start on one side and end at the other)?

Keep in mind your materials may be limited and must support the mass of Sphero.

Be sure to take a picture of your design brainstorm and attach it to the end of this step.

Due to Sphero's unique characteristics, gravity won't be able to move it from start to finish like it does with a

marble. Taking this into account, begin working with a new program in the Sphero Edu app.

Whether you are using Blocks or Text, think about what factors you will need to keep in mind when

programming Sphero to roll through your run.

Build a program as you build the run. And like any other program, test it regularly.
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Step #5: Challenge - Run, Sphero! Run!

Step #6: Challenge - Sphero Run Reflection

Let's make a Sphero Run!

Look at your plans for both the run and the program and start building. Be creative, have fun, and don't get

discouraged. There's a good chance that it won't work right at first. Keep with it.

As you work your way through this, think about ways to make it more exciting --> Can you add a trap door?
Can you create something that Sphero triggers or knocks down to complete the path further down?

Take a video when it's all complete and share it with your teacher.

Reflect on what you learned with Sphero by answering the following questions:

Where did you struggle most in this activity?
What was the easiest part for you?
What coding concepts did you use to get Sphero to perform as needed?
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